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Abstract— A cognitive modelling based new inversion method, the successive differential evolution (DE-S) algorithm, 7 

is proposed to estimate the Q factor and velocity from the zero-offset vertical seismic profile (VSP) record for oil-gas 8 

reservoir exploration. The DE algorithm seeks optimal solutions by simulating the natural species evolution processes and 9 

makes the individuals become optimal. This algorithm is suitable for the high-dimensional nonseparable model space where 10 

the inversion leads to recognition and prediction of hydrocarbon reservoirs. The viscoelastic medium is split into layers 11 

whose thicknesses equal to the space between two successive VSP geophones, and the estimated parameters of each layer 12 

span the related subspace. All estimated parameters span to a high dimensional nonseparable model space. We develop 13 

bottom-up workflow, in which the Q factor and the velocity are estimated using the DE algorithm layer by layer. In order 14 

to improve the inversion precision, the crossover strategy is discarded and we derive the weighted mutation strategy. 15 

Additionally, two kinds of stopping criteria for effective iteration are proposed to speed up the computation. The new 16 

method has fast speed, good convergence and is no longer dependent on the initial values of model parameters. 17 

Experimental results on both synthetic and real zero-offset VSP data indicate that this method is noise robust and has great 18 

potential to derive reliable seismic attenuation and velocity, which is an important diagnostic tool for reservoir 19 

characterization. 20 

 21 
Index Terms—Successive differential evolution algorithm, VSP data, high dimensional data, velocity and Q inversion 22 

 23 

I. INTRODUCTION 24 

The exploration targets are turning from conventional to unconventional reservoirs with the development of oil-gas 25 

exploration technology [1]. How to finely describe the medium structure, lithology and saturation of fluids is a critical 26 
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problem in exploration geophysics. Seismic waves propagating through the earth suffer attenuation and dispersion 27 

due to the viscosity of the media. The inherent attenuation of the medium is usually quantified by the quality factor Q 28 

which is a diagnostic tool for hydrocarbon detection and reservoir characterization. Meanwhile, velocity is one of the 29 

most important earth parameters that determine the accuracy of seismic imaging in exploration geophysics. Therefore, 30 

Q and velocity estimation are of great importance. 31 

Direct estimation methods and inversion methods are usually two different approaches to estimate the Q factor and 32 

velocity. On one hand, the direct estimation approaches can be divided into time domain, frequency domain, and time-33 

frequency domain methods. On the other hand, there are also many inversion estimation methods such as waveform 34 

inversion and tomography. This paper focuses on the waveform inversion methods.   35 

Researchers have already developed various waveform inversion approaches such as local optimization waveform 36 

inversion and global optimization. In local optimization, the minimum of the objective function can be determined by 37 

gradient, conjugate gradient, Newton, Gauss-Newton, and quasi-Newton methods. Among these, the gradient-based 38 

waveform inversion methods have got some success, but they have the limitation of nonlinearity of the inversion and 39 

dependence on the initial model. In fact, Virieux [2] pointed out that some challenges of waveform inversion are 40 

related to building exact initial models, defining new minimization criterion and improving multi-parameter inversion 41 

capability.  42 

On the other hand, there are many global optimization methods such as evolutionary algorithm (EA) [3], simulated 43 

annealing algorithm [4] and the Monte Carlo method [5]. Moreover, EA can be divided into differential evolution 44 

(DE), genetic algorithm (GA), ant algorithm, and so on. Compared with the gradient-based waveform inversion 45 

method, the global optimization methodology is less dependent on the initial values and requires no gradient. However, 46 

it needs a large amount of computation. Despite this fact, it is widely used in recent years with the development of 47 

high performance computing. 48 

On a different note, cognitive computing can handle human problems. It has the capability in studying, reasoning, 49 

and solving specific problems. Cognitive systems can understand the problems adequately and model the thought 50 

process as computing models. Their ability of studying abstract features is similar to the study processing of the brain. 51 

Hence the cognitive computing can enhance the human intellectual and decision-making capacity.  52 

The EAs are a kind of cognitive computing, they simulate the natural species evolution processes by computers, 53 

and make the individual become optimal. However, the conventional EAs often lose their effectiveness when applied 54 
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to high-dimensional problems. Z. Pan [6] proposed CRsADE method which use individual crossover rate and 55 

subcomponent crossover rate to adaptively improve the efficiency of crossover operation. C. Wang proposed DE with 56 

cooperative coevolution selection (DE-CCS) [7] and DE with cooperative coevolution mutation (DE-CCM) [8]. These 57 

methods divided the high-dimension problem to several subproblems and judged the subproblems by local fitness 58 

functions. R. Chandra [9] proposed coevolutionary multi-task learning used for multi-step chaotic time series 59 

prediction. This paper presents a network architecture which is capable predict multi-step. Z. Gao [10] proposed a 60 

highly efficient DE algorithm (HEDE) which used a new population evolution strategy to decrease the population size. 61 

A new multimutation scheme was later proposed to converge quickly. [11]. X. Cui [12] improved particle swarm 62 

optimization used for poststack impedance inversion. This method combined the swarm intelligence and probabilistic 63 

theory for global optimization. S. Mahdavip [13] reviewed metaheuristics in large-scale global continues optimization, 64 

including large-scale global optimization (LSGO), evolutionary algorithm (EAs), cooperative coevolution (CC). 65 

Although lots of DEs such as cooperative coevolution (CC) [14], ND-CC [15] and Co-evolutionary multi-task learning 66 

were proposed to solve high-dimensional optimization problems, they only work well with the separable problem, i.e., 67 

the existing CCs often lose their advantages when applied to high-dimensional nonseparable model space. Meanwhile, 68 

most existing methods have the problems of “dimensional bottleneck”. The optimizing ability of these methods 69 

declined sharply with the increasing of the dimensions. To make the fine subsurface medium, we need to divide the 70 

medium into small pieces which let the parameters of the model to be huge. To inverse thousands of parameters can 71 

result in the existing CCs becoming invalid or making a large number of iterations. 72 

In this paper, we propose a new DE to derive Q and velocity from zero-offset vertical seismic profiling (VSP) data. 73 

Compared with reflection seismic data, VSP data has high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), high resolution, and can 74 

provide more information about medium layers and signal frequency. As the upgoing primary reflection of the VSP 75 

record is much stronger than the related multiples, our research will focus on the direct downgoing wave and upgoing 76 

primary reflection.  77 

By considering the property of viscoelastic media and the examples of DE-CCM, we estimate the Q factor and 78 

velocity using the DE algorithm along successive medium layers from bottom to top. Another innovation is that a 79 

weighted mutation strategy and a stopping criteria are introduced to speed up the computation. We name the new DE 80 

as successive differential evolution (DE-S), where the validity of our proposed method is tested using both synthetic 81 

model and real record. 82 
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II. OUR PROPOSED DE-S METHOD 83 

A. The conventional DE method and its disadvantages 84 

The Q factor and velocity of the viscoelastic medium that need to be estimated, span the related nonseparable 85 

model parameter space. Fig. 1(a) shows the relationship between the downgoing and the upgoing wave at a given 86 

interface and at the top and the bottom of a layer.  '

kD 
 
and  kD  are the spectrum of the downgoing wave at 87 

the bottom and the top of layer k , respectively. Similarly,  '

kU  and  kU  correspond to the spectrum of the 88 

upgoing wave. Fig. 1(b) is the zero-offset VSP model diagram. The space between two successive geophones is 89 

defined as a layer. The parameters of each layer span the subspace and the parameters are defined as subcomponents.  90 

VSP is a kind of seismic observation method. As shown in Fig. 1(b), the source of the VSP excites the seismic 91 

waves at some points at the surface, but receives the seismic signals by geophones which are vertically settled at 92 

various depths along the well. The received seismic waves include downgoing waves propagating from up to down 93 

and upgoing waves propagating from down to up.  The record received by a geophone is called a trace of record. 94 

Thousands of traces construct a VSP data. For a trace of VSP data, the amplitude, phase and frequency of the direct 95 

downgoing wave changes because of the attenuation when seismic wave propagates from the source to the geophones 96 

in the viscoelastic medium.  97 

Thus the direct downgoing wave is a function of the parameters of the upper layers over the geophone. The 98 

downgoing wave is reflected on each reflecting interface and then it arrives to the geophones to form the upgoing 99 

wave. Thus, the upgoing wave is a function of the parameters of all layers. Finally, the trace of record is a function of 100 

all the estimated parameters. Therefore, the model space spanned by the estimated parameters is nonseparable along 101 

both time and depth directions, so it is not possible to estimate the subcomponents (parameters) independently and 102 

simultaneously. 103 

Storn [16] first proposed the DE algorithm for global optimization, which has three operations. First, it creates the 104 

mutant individual by adding a weighted difference vector between two individuals to a third individual. Then, it creates 105 

the trial individual by crossing the mutated individual and the original individual. Finally, it selects the next generation 106 

according to the fitness values of the parent individual and the trial individual. DE-CCM incorporates the 107 

decomposition strategy of cooperative coevolution into DE to decompose the large-size individual into 108 

subcomponents in the mutation step. 109 
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We can estimate the Q factor by using DE-CCM to show the disadvantages of the existing methods. Take the VSP 110 

direct downgoing wave as an example. We get the forward simulation from the method proposed by Ganley: 111 

/

1
k k kz i z v

k k kD T e D
    

                                 (1) 112 

where Tk is the transmission coefficients,   is the frequency, vk is the layered velocity, kz is the layered distance, 113 

1 2 k k
v Q  is the attenuation factor, and Dk is the spectrum of the downgoing wave of the kth layer. 114 

The 5-layer depth model is shown in Fig. 2(a), and Fig. 2(b) is the synthetic record based on the model. There are 115 

100 geophones, and the record received by a geophone is called a trace of data. So, the number of horizontal ordinate 116 

‘Traces’ equals to the number of geophones. The estimated Q factors span a 100-dimension model space. All 117 

subcomponents are updated simultaneously during each iteration. Fig. 3(a) and (b) show the curves of the estimated 118 

Q and velocity after 300 iterations, while Fig. 4(a) and (b) provide the curves after 1100 iterations. From Fig. 3(a-b), 119 

we can see that the estimated Q of the first two layers are accurate, and the parameters of other layers are not accurate 120 

though they are updated at each iteration. With the increasing time of iteration, Fig. 4(a-b) shows that the Q-factor of 121 

the first four layers are accurate, but the Q of the last deeper layer differ greatly from the true values. This means that 122 

the parameters of the deeper layers only can be estimated accurately if the parameters of the upper layers have been 123 

estimated accurately too. The convergence curve of the error energy is shown in Fig. 5. 124 

This example indicates that the DE-CCM algorithm is not efficient when applied to nonseparable model spaces, 125 

and this inspires us to adopt a kind of layer-by-layer inversion method to improve the estimation precision and the 126 

computational efficiency. Thus a new global optimization method called DE-S is proposed. 127 

B. Principle of DE-S 128 

The DE algorithm seeks optimal solutions by simulating the processes in natural species evolution. Cognitive 129 

science can be utilized to mimic the evolution process. First, we provide an initial population, and then mutate some 130 

individuals of it. We use the algorithm to learn autonomously, to think independently and judge whether the mutation 131 

is the optimal direction of evolution. Finally, all the individuals become optimum by iteration. And based on the result, 132 

people can find the optimum parameters and make quicker and better decisions. The proposed DE-S algorithm starts 133 

with a population X which has M initial individuals: 134 

  1 2, , , MX x x x                           (2) 135 

The kth individual can be expressed as: 136 

 ,1 ,2 ,[ , , , ], 1, ,k k k k Nx x x k M x L L
                 

 (3) 137 
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where N is the number of the total traces as well as the dimension of each estimated parameter. There are two 138 

parameters, Q and velocity, to be estimated, so the dimension of the estimated parameters is 2N. The local fitness 139 

function is used to control the mutation direction defined by the error energy between the observed and the calculated 140 

data. For the pure direct downgoing wave, the local fitness function of the kth individual is defined as: 141 

   
2

1

, , , ( )
T T

k j o j k j

n T T

f d n d n g n


 

                       (4) 142 

where  ,o jd  is the observed downgoing and primary upgoing wave of the jth trace,  ,k jd  is the forward simulated 143 

data in which the kth individual is used as parameters. T is the location of the envelope-peak of instantaneous amplitude 144 

(IA) of the direct downgoing wave, T1 is the interval of the first trough above T and T2 is the interval of the first trough 145 

below T. To make the maximum use of the waveform information, we introduce a Gaussian window to cut the 146 

downgoing and primary upgoing wave. g(n) is the Gaussian window function: 147 

  
2

2

1 ( )
exp

2

n P
g n



 
   

 
 (5) 148 

where n is the variable and the standard deviation   controls the width of the “bell”.  1 2MP T T  is the middle 149 

point of the window. Local fitness value is an M×N matrix, 
1,1 1,2 1,

,1 ,2 ,

         

      

N

M M M N

f f f

f f f

 
 

  
 
 

f
. 150 

For the direct downgoing wave and upgoing primary reflection, the local fitness function of the kth individual is 151 

defined as: 152 

    
1

, , , ( )
MT

k j o j k j

n T

f d n d n g n


      (6) 153 

Fig.6 is the diagram of the peak locations. P1 is the location of the first envelope-peak of the instantaneous 154 

amplitude (IA) of the observed data, PM is the location of the last IA peak over the given threshold, T1 is the location 155 

of the first trough above P1, and TM is the location of the first trough below PM. 156 

C. Cognitive Modelling based Improved DE-S 157 

A good mutation strategy can modify the genes (namely, parameters) of the individuals effectively, and the optimal 158 

solution can be approached after several iterations. To clarify, here we divide the field stratum as thin layers according 159 

to geophones, so in this paper the interval between two neighboring geophones is defined as a layer. We assume there 160 

are N geophones to acquire data, so we have N layers. The signal of a geophone construct a record trace, hence there 161 

are N traces of data. Q and velocity of each layer are to be estimated, so there are 2N parameters estimated. There are 162 

two populations, one is used to estimate Q and another is for velocity. A population includes M individuals. M can be 163 
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any number, if M is too small, we do not always obtain the global optimal parameters; if M is too big, it takes too long 164 

to run. In the experiments we choose M as 100. An individual includes the whole estimated parameters. The genes of 165 

an individual mean the parameters Q or velocity. If there are N estimated parameters, the number of the genes is N. In 166 

the synthetic data examples N is 100, and in the real data examples, N is 553 because there are 553 traces of data. The 167 

M initial individuals of each population are mutated and updated, and finally we will choose an optimum individual 168 

as the result. 169 

For the direct downgoing VSP record, a data trace is the function of all the parameters of the upper layers. When 170 

an individual cycles, we fix the parameters of other layers, and mutate that of the current layer. To search for the 171 

correct mutation direction, we sort all the variables of the jth row of the population X in an ascending order when 172 

inverting the parameters of the jth layer: 173 

1 2 1 2[       ] [       ]s s s

j j Nj j j Njx x x sort x x x                  (7) 174 

The corresponding local fitness values of the ordered variables are； 175 

     1 2       s s s s

j j j j j j Njf f x f x f x 
 

v
L

                  
 (8) 176 

Pick the minimal value of s

jf
v

and the NP values on the two sides of the minimum, and the analytic expression of 177 

the (2×NP+1) values is acquired by polynomial fitting using a concave function which has a minimum: 178 

 mx nxy Ae Be                             (9) 179 

where, A, B, m, n are the four parameters of the compound function which are calculated using the inversion method. 180 

The location of the minimum of the concave function might be a better variable. The objective function of polynomial 181 

fitting is defined as: 182 

1
2

1

( ) ( )
NP

s L L

j i i

i

E f x y x




                           (10) 183 

Where,
 

( )s L

j if x is the picked local fitness values,
 

( )L

iy x is the polynomial values to be fitted.
 
There are only four 184 

parameters to be estimated, the inverse of the Hessian matrix is easy to calculate. We hence use the Gaussian-Newton 185 

method to inverse. 186 

The global optimum method needs lots of iterations which take a long time to calculate. Polynomial fitting is kind 187 

of inversion method which will slow down the calculation. To speed up the calculation, we take the following simple 188 

method to mutate the variable in practice.  189 

Picking the variable ,r jx corresponding to the minimal value of the sorted local fitness function, and choosing other 190 

two variables 1,r jx and 2,r jx randomly, the mutation strategy of the jth component of the kth individual is derived as: 191 
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 , , 1, 2,

m

k j r j r j r jx x F x x      (11) 192 

where F is the control factor whose value is between 0 and 1. The mutated gene disturbs nearby the optimum value. 193 

We circulate all the individuals to update the jth column genes of the population, and then do several times of 194 

individual cyclic operation in updating the jth column genes to improve the inversion precision. During the inner 195 

cycle, we found the following phenomenon: the local fitness value is still large, but the difference between the genes 196 

is small. This is because all components of the jth column approach but do not reach the optimal point, and now the 197 

difference between components is small. This leads to small mutation. To increase the amplitude of mutation, we 198 

propose a weighted mutation method to amplify the mutation perturbation when the error energy is less than the given 199 

threshold: 200 

, , 1, 2, 1

m

k j r j r j r jx x F x x p                             (12) 201 

where   is another control factor that is chosen according to the estimation precision.   is fixed, but F is a random 202 

number at each iteration. Weighting coefficient p1 is the normalized local fitness value: 203 

,

1 2

2 , 1, 2,

1 1 1 1
 ,

r j

r j r j r j

f
p p

p f f f
                        (13)

 

204 

where , 1, 2,, ,r j r j r jf f f are the local fitness values corresponding to , 1, 2,, ,r j r j r jx x x . 205 

 C1. The application in the pure direct downgoing wave 206 

The table of the DE-S method for the pure direct downgoing wave is summarized as follow: 207 

ALGORITHM 1 – THE UP-DOWN METHOD WORKFLOW 208 

 209 
 210 
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where genmax and genmax1 define a given hard threshold. We set two kinds of iteration stopping criteria. One is hard 211 

threshold criteria, where if the iteration times reach the given threshold, then the program exits from the loop. The 212 

other one is soft threshold criteria: 213 

 
minjEa E  (14) 214 

where
,1

1 M

j k jk
Ea f

M 
  is the average error energy and Emin is the given threshold of the minimal precision. If the 215 

above inequality in Eq. 14 is satisfied, then the program is forced to exit from the iteration. 216 

We can see from the flow that the parameters of the upper layers remain unchanged during the iteration of the jth 217 

trace, and then the parameters of the jth and (j+1)th layers are mutated and selected. The first (j+1) traces are forward 218 

simulated after mutation, and the local fitness values of the jth and the (j+1)th layers are updated. We update local 219 

fitness value of the (j+1)th layer to eliminate the effect of the updated parameters to the value.  220 

The mutation strategy of the DE-S method differs from that of the DE-CCM method, given that all the 221 

subcomponents in DE-CCM method are mutated and selected simultaneously and independently under the guidance 222 

of the local fitness function, being the new individuals and the original ones crossed randomly. However, in the DE-223 

S method, only the variables of the current layer are mutated and selected; then the subcomponents of the individual 224 

are updated layer-by-layer, and the mutation is implemented on single variable, so there is no need to cross the new 225 

individual and the original one. 226 

 C2. The application in the direct downgoing wave and upgoing primary reflection 227 

 For the VSP data including the direct downgoing wave and upgoing primary reflection, we adopt a layer-by-228 

layer, bottom-up strategy. A data trace is the function of all the estimated variables: the downgoing wave contains the 229 

parameters information of the medium from the source to the geophone, while the upgoing wave contains the 230 

information of the deeper medium behind the geophone, thus the individual is nonseparable. If we window and remain 231 

the direct downgoing wave and inverse the parameters using the top-down strategy, the upgoing wave will not be used 232 

and the overlapping of the reflected wave at the interfaces will reduce the precision.  233 

If the upgoing primary reflections are not reflected downward, there are no multiples. Based on this, we get the 234 

improved forward simulation from the method proposed by Ganley [17]: 235 
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where 1 1

1 1 1 1

2
,k k k k k k

k k

k k k k k k k k

v v v
R T

v v v v

  

   
 

   


 

 
 are respectively the reflection coefficients and 237 

transmission  coefficients. They both are the functions of the density ρ and the velocity v of the kth layer and the 238 

(k+1)th layer. For  , vk  and 
kz , they denote respectively the frequency, the layered velocity, and the layered 239 

distance. 1 2 k k
v Q   is the attenuation factor; D and U are the spectrum of the downgoing and upgoing waves, 240 

respectively. Eq. 15 indicates that the seismogram of the kth layer is derived from the record of the (k+1)th layer 241 

through the transfer matrix. For a (N+1) layers medium, 0NU  . The matrix form of formula (15) is given as 242 

following： 243 

1

1

k k

k

k k

D D
A

U U






   
   
                               

(16) 244 

where 
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is the transfer matrix. The upgoing wave of the kth layer is 245 

determined according to the downgoing and upgoing waves of the (k+1)th layer. As this forms a function with all the 246 

relevant parameters, the parameters span a non-separable model space. This inspires us to adopt a layer-by-layer, 247 

bottom-up inversion method to improve the estimation precision and the computational efficiency. In this way, we 248 

need to calculate and save all the downgoing waves, followed by calculating the upgoing waves layer by layer from 249 

bottom to top. 250 

There are 4 iterations in the DE-S method implementation. The traces are iterated from the last to the first trace. 251 

For the jth trace, the whole M individuals are updated and we finally choose an optimal individual according to the 252 

fitness values. Algorithm 2 summarizes the DE-S method. 253 
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ALGORITHM 2 – THE DOWN-UP METHOD WORKFLOW 254 

Iteration of the trace(j=N,N-1，…，2,1)

Choose the optimal individual according to the global fitness values

End the generation iteration

Inner iteration(while gen1≤genmax1 or Ea≥Emin)

Iteration of the individual (k=1,2,…,M)

Choose the Nth trace as the reference

Mutate the parameter of the jth layer

Forward simulate the record from the Nth 
to the jth trace

Choose the optimal parameters according
to the local fitness values

End the individual iteration

End the inner iteration

End the trace iteration

Calculate the local fitness values of the 
jth trace

Iteration of the generation(while gen≤genmax)

Iteration of the trace(j=N,N-1，…，2,1)

Choose the optimal individual according to the global fitness values

End the generation iteration

Inner iteration(while gen1≤genmax1 or Ea≥Emin)

Iteration of the individual (k=1,2,…,M)

Choose the Nth trace as the reference

Mutate the parameter of the jth layer

Forward simulate the record from the Nth 
to the jth trace

Choose the optimal parameters of the jth
layer according to the local fitness values

End the individual iteration

End the inner iteration

End the trace iteration

Calculate the local fitness values of the 
jth trace

Iteration of the generation(while gen≤genmax)

 255 
 256 

We can see from the flow chart that the parameters are updated from the Nth layer to the first layer. The parameters 257 

of the deeper layers remain unchanged during the iteration of the jth trace, and then the parameters of the jth layer are 258 

mutated and selected. The last (N-j+1) traces are forward simulated after mutation, and the local fitness value of the 259 

jth layer is updated. According to Eq. 15 and the workflow, we can see that the DE-S method is suitable for the zero-260 

offset VSP record without multiples. 261 

III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 262 

A. Synthetic zero-offset VSP data including direct downgoing wave 263 

We test the validity of the proposed method using a synthetic VSP record including the direct downgoing wave. 264 

Fig. 7 is the direct downgoing wave cut from Fig. 2(b) using a slide window. The source signature is a 40Hz Ricker 265 

wavelet located at the surface with zero-offset. We invert the velocity and Q using the top-down method. Fig. 8 is the 266 

estimated Q and velocity using DE-S method. The dash line is the theory values, and the solid line is the estimated 267 

values. We can see that the estimated velocity is accurate except at the interfaces, and the estimated Q have more 268 

error. This is because in the geology field, the velocities of real seismic waves are in the range of 1000-6500 m/s, and 269 

the Q factors are in the interval 5~200. The waveform is more sensitive to the variety of the velocity. The serious 270 

overlapping of the reflected waves at the interfaces affects the precision. The accumulative effect of error validate that 271 

the parameters are nonseparable, but the trend of estimated Q is correct. The difference profile between the observed 272 

and calculated record in Fig. 9 indicates that the error is at 10-7 order magnitude which is acceptable. Notice that the 273 
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bottom-up method can also be used for pure downgoing wave. In this case, we need to remove the upgoing wave 274 

calculation module when forward simulating. 275 

In the DE-S method, not the whole forward record but the partial traces of the record are synthesized during each 276 

trace iteration. This is different to the DE-CCM method, where the whole synthetic record is received in each iteration. 277 

Take the direct downgoing wave as an example. Assuming the time taken for the forward of one layer is T seconds, 278 

then the whole time for the DE-CCM method is T×N×M×N after the trace iteration, where N is the number of 279 

layers, which equals to the  number of traces, and M is the number of individuals. But for our DE-S method, the 280 

forward data are obtained layer-by-layer, and the running time is (T+2T+3T+…+N×T)×M=(1+N)×N×T×M/2, 281 

nearly half time of the DE-CCM method. Thus DE-S can double the computational efficiency when iteration times 282 

are the same. 283 

The results in Fig. 8 and Fig.9 also indicate that the residual upgoing waves will affect the estimated values. We 284 

hence use the bottom-up strategy to estimate the parameters of the VSP data including direct downgoing wave and 285 

upgoing primary reflection.  286 

B. Synthetic zero-offset VSP data including direct downgoing wave and upgoing primary reflection 287 

The proposed method is tested using a synthetic zero-offset VSP record. The source signature is a 40Hz Ricker 288 

wavelet located at the surface with zero-offset. There are 100 geophones with 10m apart. The theoretical velocity and 289 

Q factor change every 100m as shown in Fig. 10(a). The snapshots of the synthetic record are shown in Fig. 10(b)-290 

10(d).  291 

There are 100 initial individuals in the population, and the values of variables of each individual are generated 292 

randomly. In order to optimize the individuals quickly and efficiently, the search space is defined by the lower and 293 

upper bounds. The initial Q factor is calculated using the WEPIF (wavelet’s envelope peak instantaneous frequency) 294 

method [18-20] and the initial velocity is calculated using travel-time. The low frequency trends of the initial velocity 295 

and Q factor are used to define the upper and lower bounds by superimposing ±0.7km/s and ±50 on them respectively 296 

(as shown in Fig. 11). We choose these values according to the average value in the field and experience. According 297 

to the range of the velocity and Q, choosing ±0.7km/s and ±50 as the boundary of the search space is able to fulfill 298 

our requirements. DE-S uses only the low frequency trends of the initial values but not the initial values itself, hence 299 

DE-S is not dependent on the initial values.  300 
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The estimated results are shown in Fig. 12. The solid line represents the estimated values, and the dash line 301 

represents the theoretical values. We can see that the method works well in most areas where, in general, the errors 302 

are below 6%. The peak error of Q at several points is about 20% which is acceptable. The estimated velocity is 303 

accurate, but the estimated Q factor has small oscillations. This is because the velocity is several times larger than Q. 304 

As a result, the waveform is more sensitive to the variations in velocity than in the Q factor. 305 

 Overall, the error in Fig. 12 indicates that a generational cycle is good enough to obtain accurate parameters, where 306 

the times of inner iteration is 10, so there are 1000 inner iterations after 100 traces iterations.  307 

B.1  Comparison with DE-CCM 308 

In this subsection, we compare the performance of the proposed DE-S method with the DE-CCM method. Fig.13 309 

(a) is the time of the iteration of each layer taken by the DE-S method. Fig.13 (b) is the total time after the iteration of 310 

the generation. We can see from the results that the running time of each layer is increased gradually. This is because 311 

the layers of forward modeling is increased successfully. The total time is a curve. Fig.14 (a) is the time of each 312 

iteration of the DECCM method which is in the range of 3.2~3.56. Fig.14 (b) is the total time after 1000 iterations 313 

which is a straight line. This is consistent with the fact that the DECCM method forward simulates the complete 314 

synthetic record. Fig.15 is the convergence curve of the two methods. The red line is obtained by DE-S method while 315 

the black line represents for the convergence speed of the DECCM method. The horizon axis represents for time. The 316 

figure indicates that the DE-S method runs two times as fast as the DECCM method.  317 

B.2 Analysis of Anti-noise Capability 318 

 To tackle the noise within the real seismic records, it is necessary to analyze the anti-noise capability of the proposed 319 

DE-S method. We illustrate in Fig.16 noisy signals with 10 layers, where the Gaussian white noise is used with a SNR 320 

(signal noise ratio) of 20. Fig.17 (a) is the synthetic seismic record after filtering the noise, Fig.17 (b) is the residual 321 

error of the seismic record before and after noise filtering. As can be seen from Fig.17 (b), there are some residual 322 

downgoing signals at the near offset area, but it is almost all random noise in the residual section. Fig.18 (a) and (b) 323 

are the Q and velocity curves obtained by the proposed DE-S method. The inverted velocity from the noisy data is 324 

very consistent with the real values, where the error rate of less than 10% seems acceptable. We also show the inverted 325 

results with different SNRs in Fig. 19 and Fig. 20, where the SNR is 10 and 30 respectively. Fig.19 indicated that the 326 

estimated velocity and Q factor are quite different from the true values. Fig.20 shows that the estimated values are 327 

much more accurate when the SNR becomes larger. In addition, we show in Fig.21 the average error energy of Q 328 
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when the SNR varies from 2~50 with an interval of 2.  As can be seen, the error becomes stable when the SNR is 329 

larger than 20. These experiment results have demonstrated that the robustness of the proposed DE-S method to 330 

Gaussian noise when the SNR is not too low. 331 

C. Real zero-offset VSP data 332 

The proposed method is also tested using real zero-offset VSP data shown in Fig. 22, in which the depth ranges 333 

from 110m to 6100m. The distance between two adjacent geophones is 10m in the depth of 110-5200m and 20m in 334 

the depth of 5200-6100m. There are 553 data traces. As mentioned above, we define the interval of two geophones as 335 

a layer, and the parameters of each layer are to be estimated. The estimated Q and velocity are 553 respectively. There 336 

are two generations. Each generation has 100 individuals and each individual has 553 genes. We use the low frequency 337 

trend of the initial Q and velocity, which is calculated by WEPIF method and the travel time, to define the boundary 338 

of the search ranges. Fig. 23 is the obtained Q factor and velocity. Green lines represent the estimated values, and 339 

black lines are the smoothed values using an interpolation method. The smoothed component can help us analyze the 340 

accuracy and the trend of the results.  341 

As expected, the Q factor is lower in gas-bearing sandstone, which means that the absorption is more intensive in 342 

this area than in others. There are several strong absorption zone, but according to the interpretation by geology, the 343 

beneficial target areas estimated by our method is in the depth ranges of 1600-2000m, 3500-4100m, 4200~5000m, 344 

and 5200~6000m as marked by ovals. The results draws a distinction between the gas-bearing areas and the non-gas-345 

bearing areas. This is one of the aid tools to predict gas-oil reservoir. The attenuation is effected by lots of factors such 346 

as temperature, pressure, strain amplitude, lithology, frequency, saturation, and fluid property. The velocity usually 347 

has the same trend with the Q-factor, but it is not absolute. In the target areas, Fig. 23(b) shows that the velocity has 348 

smaller values in the depth range of 4200~6000m which is corresponding to the small Q-factor. The purpose of this 349 

article is to estimate strong attenuation zone and to predict favorable reservoirs. 350 

 For comparative evaluations, Fig. 24(a) shows the estimated Q values by the automatic time-domain waveform 351 

inversion method (ATWI) [21], which is another popular method used for Q estimation. The DE-S method divided 352 

the layers according to the interval of the geophones which is 10m or 20m. And the initial parameters of each layer 353 

are different. The ATWI method inverses the parameters according to the waveform in time domain. The waveforms 354 

in an actual stratum are similar while the waveforms are obviously different in different stratums. The stratum 355 

thickness is from a few centimeters to tens of meters. Hence the estimated values are not as noisy as those from the 356 
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proposed method. Fig. 24(b) is the smoothed component obtained by a multi-scale analysis method which can 357 

decompose the signal to different levels, which is the 2-level decomposition. The higher the level is, the smoother the 358 

results are, which means the results lose more high frequency components and keep more low frequency. We take this 359 

method because we can choose the most suitable level to decompose. The lower areas of Q values are represented by 360 

A, B, C, and D. It is worth to mention that the inversion result shown here is consistent with our DE-S method, which 361 

helps to confirm the validity of the proposed method further.  362 

IV. CONCLUSION 363 

In this paper, we proposed a successive differential evolution (DE-S) algorithm that is suitable for the high-364 

dimensional nonseparable model space. Being based on cognitive computing, a weighting factor was introduced into 365 

the mutation strategy to improve the inversion precision, where two kinds of stopping criteria for flexible and effective 366 

iteration were proposed to improve the computational efficiency. We also provided an up-bottom and a bottom-up 367 

workflow for zero-offset VSP record. Unlike the local optimization waveform inversion method and other CCs, the 368 

new method is not dependent on the initial values and has good feasibility for nonseparable model space, fast 369 

computation and good convergence. Test results on both synthetic and real zero-offset VSP data indicate that this 370 

method has great potential to derive reliable seismic attenuation and velocity, even under certain degree of noise, 371 

which may have a large impact for reservoir characterization. Our approach will be further improved along with the 372 

development of high performance computing. 373 
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Fig.1. (a) The relationship between the downgoing and the upgoing wave. (b) The diagram of the zero-offset VSP record including the direct 417 

downgoing wave and upgoing primary reflection. 418 
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Fig.2. (a) A 5-layer depth model. (b) A synthetic record based on the model. 421 
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 423 
Fig.3. The estimated Q (a) and velocity (b) derived by DE-CCM after 300 iterations. 424 

 425 

 426 
Fig.4. The estimated Q (a) and velocity (b) derived by DE-CCM after 1100 iterations. 427 

 428 
Fig.5. Best global fitness values (error energy) recorded in the evolution process. The horizontal axis is the number of iterations. 429 

 430 

 431 
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(a)                                             (b) 432 
Fig. 6. The diagram of the peak locations. (a) A trace of the VSP data. (b) The instantaneous amplitude (IA) of (a). 433 

 434 

 435 
Fig. 7 The direct downgoing wave cut from Fig. 2(b). 436 

 437 
Fig. 8 The estimated (a)Q and (b)velocity using DE-S top-to-down method. 438 

 439 
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 440 
Fig. 9. The difference between observed and resulted record. 441 

 442 

   443 
Fig. 10. (a) A depth model. The Q and velocity are changed every 100m, and the strata is divided into 100 layers by geophones. The synthetic 444 

records derived from the last to the 80th layer (b), to the 40th layer (c), and to the first layer (d). 445 
 446 

 447 
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 448 
Fig. 11. Red dashed lines indicate theoretical Q-factors (a) and velocity (b). Black solid lines indicate estimated initial Q-factors (a) and velocity 449 

(b). Black dotted lines indicate the search space defined by the upper and lower bounds. 450 
 451 

 452 
Fig. 12. The estimated (a) Q and (b) velocity by using DE-S bottom-to-up method. 453 

 454 

  455 
Fig.13 (a) The time of the iteration of each layer taken by the DE-S method. (b) The total time of the layer iteration taken by the DE-S method.  456 

 457 

 458 
Fig.14 (a) The time of the iteration taken by the DECCM method. (b) The total time along with the iteration taken by the DECCM method. 459 
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 460 

 461 
Fig.15 The convergence curve of the error energy. The horizontal axis is the running time. The red curve is obtained by DE-S method. The black 462 

curve is obtained by DECCM method.  463 
 464 

 465 
Fig.16: The synthetic noisy signal with a SNR of 20. 466 

 467 

 468 
Fig.17 (a) The synthetic seismic record after filtering. (b) The residual error of the seismic record. 469 

 470 
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 471 
Fig.18. The estimated (a) Q and (b) velocity by our proposed DE-S method from the noisy record when the SNR is 20. 472 

 473 

 474 
Fig.19. The estimated (a) Q and (b) velocity by using DE-S method from the noisy record when the SNR is 10. 475 

 476 

  477 
Fig.20. The estimated (a) Q and (b) velocity by using DE-S method from the noisy record when the SNR is 30. 478 

 479 

 480 
Fig.21. The average error energy of Q when the SNR is from 2~50 in the interval of 2. 481 
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 482 
Fig.22. A real zero-offset VSP record. 483 

 484 

 485 
Fig. 23. The estimated (a) Q and (b) velocity by using our DE-S bottom-to-up method from real data. 486 

 487 

488 

 489 
Fig.24. The estimated Q (a) and the smoothed Q (b) by using the ATWI method from real data. 490 


